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• Virtual Ohana time using videochat can be effective
– A look at the research

• Important considerations
– Age of the child
– Length of time 
– Frequency 
– Role of foster parents

• Planning
• During the call

– Special situations
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Objectives for today



Important considerations: Memory development and 
individual differences

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Age, interests. NOTE babies forget rapidly As you all know, every child is different, and every child changes all the time as they develop. Think about the number of things that make a child different from other children, and the things that make her different day to day. – Her age, her interests, her temperament, and even her mood or how tired she might be at any given moment.  What is appropriate for one child may not be a good fit for another. And what’s appropriate right now for one child might not be a good fit later today or one month down the road.Just like anything else related to caring for a young child – whether that’s the book you choose to read with them, the activities you do, or the way you respond to their behavior – it all depends on that individual child in that moment. 



Child: Infants & toddlers CAN learn 
from different types of media 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is not a sesame st. test, which of these things is not like the other? Here I would like to argue and show you with a series of data that these things are similar books, television, computers and touchscreens require the infant and young child to understand the representations and to link them to a narrative, and to link information to the real world. This learning occurs best in the context of others. Factors that are essential ingredients  during book reading for emerging literacy and successful school entry are also crucial for ebooks for educational television and educational apps and even videochat.



The Child Matters

• Skills develop over time.

• Transfer of Learning: What is 
it? How does it develop?

• Learning from screens requires 
Transfer of Learning

Presenter
Presentation Notes
 RACHELTransfer of learning:Transfer of learning is an adaptive skill that develops gradually during childhood. The ability to transfer information across content and context is important for day-to-day functioning and is central to memory theories,Specifically the development of a flexible representational systemStudies on the transfer of learning between 2D and 3D sources have important theoretical implications for general developmental theories of cognitive development, and in particular the developmentof a flexible representational system, as well as policy implications for early education regarding the potential use and limitations of media as effective teaching tools during early childhood.Learning from TV, interactive tablets, and books Involves transfer of learning across content & context. And that’s important, given that transferring learning is still really challenging for young children.



The Child Matters

• The Transfer Deficit
– Children 0-3 years can learn from 

screens, but learn less than they 
do face-to-face

– Overcoming the Transfer Deficit 
with caregiver support

(Barr, 2013, Barnett & Ceci, 2002; Hayne, 2006)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
 RACHELAnd that’s where something called “The Transfer Deficit” appears for them. Young children can learn from media.BUT Young children consistently learn less from TV and touchscreens than from a live demonstration because it is difficult to understand how information from the screen relates to the real world= the transfer deficit.  This is an effect that has been replicated over a large number of studies. (For review see Anderson & Pempek, 2005; Barr, 2010,2013) A large body of research illustrates that learning from 2D Sources such as television and computers is cognitively challenging for young children. Even though as adults it is easy for us after 1000s of hours of practice to be viewing this press release via screens and to be processing all the information in 2D, it is much more challenging for very young children. How do we know that children can learn from screens but that they learn less? Children are great at copying and so we show them how to do something fun like make a rattle. We pick a game that we know that they can’t figure out by themselves so that if they do copy us we know it wasn’t just by chance.  So we show them how to make a rattle, either in person or on a video or touchscreen.  Then we wait and come back and if they have learned from us and remembered what they have learned then they will copy and make the rattle as well.  What we have found over the past 15 years is that young children, as young as 6 months of age can learn from television and touchscreens but that learning is difficult and they learn about 50% less than they can learn from a person. That is, they put together less of the puzzle.  This is because it is difficult to match up the cues from the screen to the objects in the real world.  We also know that there are ways that we can support transfer of learning by considering the 3 C’s. For example, we can consider how the child is exposed to the content they are trying to learn. Has anyone ever been asked to read the same picture book or view the same show over and over?  Researchers have looked at this and found that the transfer deficit can be overcome if we consider how children learn by adding in repetition of the content. Presumably this repetition allows children more time to pick up information from the screen, to form a stronger memory and to match that memory onto objects in the real world. The producers at Blue’s clues used this finding to support learning by airing the same show originally for 5 days in a row, which improved how 3 years olds comprehended the show.  We can also think about the context of the learning. In this picture here we see a mother, her daughter, a mobile device, and an Elmo doll. By interacting with her child and with this character representation in the real world, the mother is scaffolding her child’s understanding that the lessons from the screen are also applicable in real life.These are just two examples of how was can take into consideration the individual child to promote learning. When we understand the developmental capacities of young children, we can think through how we can support individual children at those levels to learn from media in positive ways.We will now turn our attention to the other 2C’s the context and content of that viewing.



Encouraging effective Video Chat• How we can support young children?
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Today we will discuss how we can support babies during virtual family time



“Many young children today are 
geographically separated from 
their immediate or extended 
families, and remote 
communication is an important 
resource for them.” (McClure & 
Barr, 2016). 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
My colleagues and I have been investigating videochat for the past 10 years.At Georgetown we conducted a brief survey We first did a survey to examine why parents used videochat. What you can see from this wordle is that people were using video chat for exactly what we need it for now.Show Skype video:Time point 8:49 – 9:15



Children under 7 are not good at using audio-only phones
(Ballagas, Kaye, Ames, Go, & Raffle, 2009) 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
For example: very young children, as you can imagine, have special needs when it comes to remote communication – and for a long time, it has been very hard for them to maintain relationships at a distance.It used to be that one of the only options young children had were to use traditional audio-only telephone calls.But observational research has shown that children under age 7 are not very good at using phone callsFurthermore, children under 2 are especially unlikely to be able to use phones effectively because these children are preverbal, and because the concept of a disembodied voice may not make sense to them.



Evidence that virtual contact can be effective 

>
(Tarasuik, Galligan, 
& Kaufman, 2011) 
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Video Chat 
Phone

Alone

(Tarasuik, Galligan, 
& Kaufman, 2013) 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The next rational question would be: If babies are using video chat at home, are they able to use it successfully?So far, we know from existing studies that children under five are more comforted when they have access to a parent via video chat than when they are left alone in a room.And children between 2 and 3 and a half years of age are also more comforted by a parent on video chat than traditional phone.So this suggests that video chat is in some way meaningful to very young children, or that it at least provides more comfort than nothing at all or a telephone call.



Evidence that virtual contact can be effective 
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(McClure, Holochwost, & Parrott, Chentsova-Dutton, Barr, accepted) 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
More research is also needed in controlled lab environments, and that’s what I’m working on now. In our lab study, Mothers and their 6- to 12-month-old babies were randomly assigned to play peek-a-boo via traditional video, via video chat, or face-to-face, while we recorded their expressive and physiological reactions. But from our very basic preliminary analyses, a few interesting things have popped up:Babies are smiling as often and have roughly equal physiological responses across the three conditions.But it turns out that moms in the video chat condition take significantly longer at the beginning of the interaction to “check in” with their babies prior to starting the peek-a-boo game.The length of this check-in is positively related to the babies’ total number of smiles during the peek-a-boo game.So when you control for the length of that “check in” period, video chatting babies actually smile less often that those in the other conditions.This goes right along with the results of the home observations: In other words, there is reason to think that babies would be a little put off or challenged by video chat, but their sensitive, engaged parents and family members do a great job scaffolding the interaction and making it as engaging as a face-to-face interaction.Another support of this in our preliminary analyses is that maternal warmth during the interaction was a greater predictor of the babies’ smiles than was experimental condition.In other words, it’s likely that the same things that make face-to-face interactions successful – things like sensitivity and warmth, and using an engaging interaction style – are going to be the same things that make video chat interactions successful.I mentioned that these are preliminary analyses. There’s still a lot of work to be done to understand these results better, and our hope is to analyze the results now by time period to see whether there are differences in how the babies are responding at the beginning, middle, and end of the interaction. We’re hoping this will clear up some of the questions we have about our current results.But, as with the other studies, my sense is roughly the same: we can’t study children and technology as though their use of media is a purely theoretical phenomenon. We have to consider the context and purpose of their use, as well as the characteristics of the individuals involved. Just as the parents in our survey said, video chat isn’t just “screen time” – as researchers, we need to think of it as a complex social interaction that’s woven into a complex relationship that’s scaffolded by those who surround the child. We need to consider all of these issues – especially the sensitivity and warmth of the adults who are involved -- when we study children and media.



Evidence that virtual contact can be 
effective 

• Decrease HR indicating engagement 
• Babies can connect with their mothers over 

videochat
• Mothers who took longer to start playing peek-a-

boo during the videochat smiled more—babies 
need a minute to connect.

• Games like peek-a-boo can be fun over videochat
like they are in real life. 
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(McClure et al, accepted for publication)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In a recent study, we had mothers play peek a book with their babies either via videochat or live. We measured babies responses in terms of their smiles and sounds they made and we measured how their bodies responded to see if they were engaged and interested in seeing their mothers. We found that when babies see their mothers on a screen or they have the same physical response as when they see their mother in real life playing peek-a-boo.  It also turned out that mothers gave the babies a bit longer in the video chat, reintroduced themselves to their babies before starting the game.  This tells us three things, babies can connect with their mothers over videochat, a moment to say hello helps and games like peek-a-boo can be fun over videochat like they are in real life. In another example, when my friend’s son was 5 weeks old, he did his first social smile with his parents. The very next day he did his first social smile via video chat, with his grandparents.  Many grandparents first meet their grandchildren via videochat. Today we are going to discuss some tips about ways that birth parents and foster parents can support a baby under 5 during a videochat.



• As young as 6 months they respond to people they know 
(McClure et al., 2020; 

• By 18 months they can recognize a new person after just 
a few videochat interactions (Myers et al., 2017)

• Repetition supports early learning from media (Barr et al., 2007)

• By 2 years are soothed by a videochat interaction with a 
caregiver (Tarsuik et al. 2013)
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Evidence that virtual contact can be effective 



• 25 home observations of 
video chat

• Babies: age 6-24 months      
(M=16 months, 48% female)

• All calls included mothers, and 
fathers joined in 52%.

• All calls were with remote 
grandparents

Videochat: A naturalistic study  

15 (McClure & Barr, 2017l; McClure, Chentsova-Dutton, Holochwost, Parrott, & Barr, 2018) 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So we sent 2 researchers into families’ homes when they were already planning to use video chat with their babies, and we wanted to see how families responded to these challenges.The researchers tried to blend in so that the interactions would be a natural as possible.Ultimately 25 families with babies between 6 and 24 months participatedAll calls included mothers, with dads joining in about half the time.All the calls were made to remote grandparents



An illustration
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Young children shares her snack with her grandfather but she also tries to put the cheerio in the screen. It is still quite hard for the child to understand exactly how it works but with the caregivers support they can share experiences.



Keep call short  
I. General Video Call Characteristics

Mobile devices; 32% touchscreen 
and 24% smartphones

56% on mobile devices 
and 44% on laptops 

Average call length~18 min

Baby’s attention in the video call length41%



Role of Foster parents: Children make up for loss 
of Physical Contact
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
We also saw lots of other kinds of physical contact in the homes. Most of the physical contact we observed was between the child and a physically present parent – like the kind you see here on the left. Mothers and babies were often in close physical contact throughout the calls.[CLICK] But sometimes the baby and grandparent exchanged physical affection across the screen, for example in “screen kisses” – like you see here on the right.We pretty quickly realized that we were in uncharted territory in terms of classifying these moments of screen affection. For example, we didn’t know whether these moments should be thought of as physical affection, or as pretend play, like when babies fed their grandparents food across the screen.Just like passing raisins through the screen, these exchanges of affection were technically impossible acts. So that makes it seem like pretend play.But unlike the pretend exchange of a raisin, in which nutrition is not actually passed through the screen, I think you could argue that with screen kisses, affection *is* actually exchanged.That, for us, is still an open question: What exactly are these moments, and how do the children themselves experience these exchanges?My own feeling is that screen kisses are a little bit like “blowing kisses” in person: They are both pretend and ALSO a true exchange of genuine affection.



Role of Foster Parents: Talk through Technical 
Problems

19

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Another challenge babies may face is unexpected technical problems during the call, particularly those that are caused by internet limitations. These can lead to delays in the timing of the conversation.Social contingency and reciprocity – in other words, that smooth sense of serve-and-return in a conversation, where each side is contributing at the right time and in an appropriate way – these are some of the most critical elements of adult-baby interactions, for maintaining the babies’ attention and engagement, and also for developing social bonds.So what do babies think when grandma’s face suddenly freezes, is distorted or pixelated, or disappears entirely?I was concerned about this issue as we conducted the study and observed closely to see babies’ reactions.Here’s what we found:Over half of the calls we observed had at least one major technical problem occur, with an average length of 43 seconds.Families that experienced technical problems spent as much time *talking about* the technology during and after the problem as they did actually having technical problems – about 43 seconds.So you might think that this would severely disrupt the babies’ attention and engagement in the overall interaction, that it would cause a massive interruption in the interaction, but that’s not what we ended up seeing.Families were remarkably persistent, and parents did a great job scaffolding these moments with their children, and even turning them into suspenseful play times.



Role of foster parents: Sharing Attention (JVA)

Joint Visual Attention (JVA): Directing an individual’s 
attention to a third object
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
But the misalignment of eye contact and perspective, even when it’s subtle, could affect other aspects of the interaction as well.It might impact what’s called “Joint Visual Attention” (or JVA for short)Up until about 9 months, adults mostly follow the gaze of babies, which is a sort of modified, easy way of starting JVA interactions.But around 9 months, babies begin to follow adults’ JVA and initiate JVA intentionally themselves, for example by pointing at objects.And at around 18 months, babies begin to participate in more complex JVA interactions – for example, by following an adults’ point or gaze to an object that is *behind* them.Joint visual attention -- which I will call JVA for the remainder of the talk – occurs when one person directs another person’s attention to a third object, person, or event. Basically, you want to share attention with someone else.Babies under two are still developing this skill.And when you consider the circumstances of video chat, you’ll see that it may make JVA a bit more difficult for babies.



Videochat Challenge: Sharing Attention (JVA)
*misalignment of eye contact is difficult to process where someone is pointing
*measured infant looking time during the video 
*measured the sensitivity of grandparent responses 

21

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Across-screen JVA has the potential to be more difficult for babies to use than traditional, or within-screen JVA.Remember that eye contact is misaligned during video chat, sometimes in subtle ways and sometimes in not-so-subtle ways. This makes it difficult to know where your screen partner is looking, and therefore makes sharing attention more difficult.[CLICK] Furthermore, let’s say a baby, or an adult, points to something she sees on the screen; nearly all points will appear to simply be directed right at the relative. It will be difficult for the relative to tell exactly what the baby is referencing. And the same thing is true in the other direction.These challenges may make it difficult for the babies to use across-screen JVA – because, remember, even the most basic, traditional face-to-face JVA is still emerging for children under two.How are the families navigating these challenges? Are the babies able to participate in JVA in a meaningful way, for example by initiating within- and across-screen JVA in ways that are understandable?



Eye Contact

Before Correction After Correction

Parents as moderators
22

Presenter
Presentation Notes
One thing we did notice during our observations was that parents very naturally acted as moderators when eye contact became unusually misaligned.For example, in this extreme case here, a grandmother leaned in toward the camera and her face went entirely off screen. The babiy’s mother very quickly gave instructions to the grandmother to help her re-align herself so that she appeared to be looking straight toward the baby.This was not an unusual situation either – parents very regularly provided verbal instructions to grandparents to help them engage more effectively with the babies, and were great supports for the interaction overall.



Sharing Attention (JVA)
*measured 2 forms of JVA

23

Within-Screen JVA Across-Screen JVA

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So how might JVA during video chat be more challenging for babies?Well, JVA during video chat has some unique features.In fact, there are actually two distinct types of JVA that appear in this context. First, there is the more traditional type of JVA, just directed toward the screen. I’ll call this “within-screen JVA”. In within-screen JVA, babies and their relatives show one another objects that are within their OWN environments. For example, here on the left, a little boy is showing his rocket ship – which is in his own environment – to the screen to show his grandma.It’s a little tricky to make sure that the object is aligned so that the grandparents can actually see it, but parents help out quickly to make it work.And really, it is just a minor adjustment of the usual face-to-face JVA.But then there is a second type of JVA, which I’ll call “across-screen JVA,” in which a participant draws attention to something on the OTHER side of the screen, in their SCREEN PARTNER’s environment. This requires the child or grandparent to point across the screen to something on the other side, and it is unique to video chat.



JME: Families meet the Sharing Attention challenge

2.4 JVA attempts per minute, 84% success rate

Babies use the JVA that they can do well
– Older babies initiated JVA more often
– Babies initiated within-screen JVA (64%) more often 

than across-screen JVA (33%)
– Across screen was almost exclusively used by the older 

toddlers

24 (McClure, Chentsova-Dutton, Holochwost, Parrott, & Barr, 2018) 

Within-Screen JVA Across-Screen JVA

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So when we went into families’ homes, what did we find?Across the parents, children, and grandparents -- and across all types of JVA:We found that JVA was used often by the call participants, at a rate of 2.4 JVA attempts per minuteIt was successful the vast majority of the time, meaning that the person whose attention was being directed did indeed attend to the appropriate object.And we think a big part of that is that babies just did the type of JVA that they could do well, and they had a parent to help them if things got confusing.So: Older babies initiated JVA more oftenWe saw babies initiating the easier within-screen JVA more than we saw them initiating the harder across-screen JVA. Often this involved the babies or parents using props of some kind.



• Very young children—consider all relationships
• Siblings—some alone time with one sibling, or group activity like 

book reading
• Do not know the parent—babies recognize their mother’s voice and 

by 1.5 years child will recognize the parent after just a few 
interactions

25

Special considerations

Presenter
Presentation Notes
For very young children parents an expected benefit is for the foster parents and the birth parents. For the birth parents it is a chance for the parent to see where the baby is and that they are safe and to see milestones e.g. finding their feet.For the baby if it is the mother it is a chance to continue to hear a voice that is known to themFor the foster parent it is a chance to talk a little with the birth parent to begin to form the relationship



Tips to Make the Most of Virtual Ohana time
 Plan for the call
 Make it a social, interactive experience.
 Jointly engage

 Use props (like books, toys, puppets, and snacks)
 Caregivers on both sides of the screen are needed
 Birth parents can help the baby by bringing the object to the screen
 Foster parents can help those on the other side of the screen. What is the baby 

pointing to? 

 Consider the child:  
 Keep it short and frequent
 allow children to move around 
 find out what the baby is interested in.

 Technical Problems:
 Talk through technical issues

26
https://www.zerotothree.org/resources/2535-five-tips-to-make-the-most-of-video-chats

https://www.zerotothree.org/resources/2535-five-tips-to-make-the-most-of-video-chats


Ideas

27

• Take a minute 
to get started

• What will the 
baby share or 
be interested 
in?

• Short 15 min 
calls

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Note here a baby is doing a music show for this mother.  We can also see that seeing pets on the screen were  a big hit for the baby when the grandparent showed the baby. For example I heard that after a child was sick and she pretended that her little pony was vomiting and showed her grandmother.What we will discuss is ways that things on either side of the screen can be shared. One great way to find out things to do is to share ideas



Ideas:
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• Have some toys and books 
on hand

• Read books, take photos, 
have snacks, play together

• Make a recording

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Take a photo screen shotRead a bookPlay with finger puppetsShow photosPeek-a-booSlow down, take a minute 
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www.zerotothree.org/ScreenSense

Presenter
Presentation Notes
RACHELTo support you as you do this, we’ve not only posted the longer Screen Sense paper on the Zero to Three website, but we’ve also included those one-page resources as a quick reference.As a reminder, what you can find online is:-The full Screen Sense report, with all the juicy research details-An executive summary, which summarizes the full report for those who don’t have time to read the entire paper.-A flow chart that walks you through the E-AIMS-5 Tips on how to make the most of video chats-A guide for developing a family media plan-And An infographic describing how parents can help children learn how to monitor their own screen use, starting from day one.



• Sharing barriers and solutions
• Videochat checklist

30

Sharing ideas



Questions?
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
And now, with whatever time we have left, I’d love to take any questions or comments you may have.
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